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Born free, as free as the wind blows,
as free as the world still allows.

Live free, and beauty surrounds you,
the world still allows.

Grass grows, born free to follow your heart,
each time you look at a star.

Stay free,
where no walls divide you, you're free as a roaring tide so there's no need to hide.

Born free, and life is worth living, but only worth living 'cause you're born free.
Maestoso

Born free, as free as the wind blows,
as free as the world still a-

Live free, and beauty surrounds you,
the world still a-

grass grows, born free to follow your heart,
each time you look at a star.
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Maestoso

Born free, as free as the wind blows, as free as the world still a-
Lives free, and beauty surrounds you, as free as the grass grows, born free to follow your heart.

Maestoso

time you look at a star. Stay free,
BORN FREE

PIANO SOLO as recorded by Roger Williams (slightly simplified)

Lyric by DON BLACK
Music by JOHN BARRY

Maestoso
sempre

*This ending is optional. On the record the vocal group comes in here as on pages 2 and 3.
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